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Abstract 
Fukuda, K., S. Saito and A. Tamura, Combinatorial face enumeration in arrangements and 
oriented matroids, Discrete Applied Mathematics 31 (1991) 141-149. 
Let fk(g) denote the number of k-dimensional faces of a d-dimensional arrangement 5 of 
spheres or a d-dimensional oriented matroid 5. In this paper we show that the following relation 
among the face numbers is valid: fk(.F) 5 (i) fd(.F) for 05 k< d. The same inequalities are valid 
for d-dimensional arrangements of hyperplanes. Using the result, we obtain a polynomial algo- 
rithm to enumerate all faces from the set of maximal faces of an oriented matroid. This algorithm 
can be applied to any arrangement of hyperplanes in projective space Pd or in Euclidean space 
Ed. Combining this with a recent result of Cordovil and Fukuda, we have the following: given 
the cograph of an arrangement (where the vertices are the d-faces and two vertices are adjacent 
if they intersect in a (d- I)-face), one can reconstruct the location vectors of all faces of the 
arrangement up to isomorphism in polynomial time. It is also shown that one can test in poly- 
nomial time whether a given set of (+, 0, -)-vectors is the set of maximal vectors (topes) of an 
oriented matroid. 
1. Introduction 
A d-dimensional arrangement of spheres is a collection .&= {S,, S,, . . . , S,} of n 
unit (d - 1)-spheres in the unit d-sphere Sd with nr= 1 Sj = 0. Each arrangement of 
spheres is naturally associated with a cell complex of relatively open regions, each 
of which is called a face or k-face if its dimension is k. The f-vector of J is the 
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vector f(4 = Cl&4,fi (-4 , . . . ,&(.&)) wherefk(d) is the number of k-faces of ,&. 
It is well known that thef-vector of an arrangement of spheres is polytopal, i.e., 
there is a d-polytope whose f-vector is exactly f(d). This implies that the f-vector 
of an arrangement is a quite restricted vector. However, as it was shown in [5], the 
class off-vectors is much more restricted than that off-vectors of d-polytopes; for 
any arrangement ._PJ’ of spheres and for each k = 0, 1, . . . , d, 
(1-l) 
In particular, this implies the number fk of k-faces is bounded by a polynomial 
function of fd since (i) 5 fd(&). 
In the present paper, we first generalize this result to oriented matroids or 
equivalently to sphere systems [7] (arrangement of topological spheres): 
Theorem 1.1. Let S be the set of faces of a d-dimensional (rank d+ 1) oriented 
matroid, and let fk(g) be the number of k-faces of .9? Then for each k = 0, 1, . . . , d, 
(1.2) 
Then we apply this result to obtain a polynomial algorithm for enumerating all 
faces of an oriented matroid from the given set of d-faces. This implies that one can 
test in polynomial time whether a given set of (+, 0, -)-vectors is the set of maximal 
faces of an oriented matroid. Combining this with a recent result of Cordovil and 
Fukuda [2], we show that one can test efficiently whether a given graph is the 
adjacency graph of maximal faces of an oriented matroid, i.e., ‘almost’ the graph 
of a zonotope. 
It is known that the f-vector f(g) of an oriented matroid S satisfies the Euler 
equation C$=, (-l)kfk(S)= 1+ (-l)d. This result is implicit in [3] and can be 
proved directly by using inductive arguments similar to those developed in the 
present paper. 
2. The number of faces in oriented matroids 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1. First, we need some definitions. 
Let E be a finite set. A signed vector X on E is a vector (X,: eE E) with 
X, E { +, 0, -}. The negative -X of X is defined in the obvious way. The composi- 
tion Xo Y of two signed vectors X and Y is defined by (X0 Y), =X, if X,#O, and 
(X0 Y), = Y, if X, = 0. An element e of E separates X and Y if X, = -Y,#O. Let 
D(X, Y) denote the set of elements separating X and Y. An oriented matroid 
[l, 3,4,6,7] on E is defined as a set S of signed vectors on E satisfying the following 
axioms (face axioms): 
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(W XELF * -XESL^; 
(F3) X,YE@- 2 XOYE@“; 
(F4) X,YE@ and jED(X,Y) 
I 
3 Z E 9 such that 
* Zj=O and 
1 
(Elimination Property). 
Z, = (X0 Y), for all e $ D(X, Y) 
Here 0 denotes the signed vector of all 0’s. We call a member of @ a face. Note 
that the set ,9 is also called the signed span of cocircuits of an oriented matroid [ 11. 
Let .A={Sr,..., S,} be a d-dimensional arrangement of spheres, and let ST U 
Sj U Sim be a partition of Sd such that Sl and Si- are the two open hemispheres of 
Sd bounded by S, for each i = 1,2, . . . , II. For each vector x E Sd, o(x) denotes the 
location vector of x, that is, 
i 
+, if xESI+, 
a(x); = 0, if xESi, 
-9 if xE S;-. 
Then it is easy to verify that the set {a(x) 1 XE Sd} U {a> satisfies the axioms (Fl), 
(F2), (F3) and (F4), since it can be considered as the set of signed incidence vectors 
of vectors of some linear subspace in R” (see [4,7]). 
For signed vectors X and Y, we say that X conforms to Y (denoted by X 5 Y) if 
X,= Y, or 0 for each eE E. Note that < means the strict conformal relation, i.e., 
X < Y if X 5 Y and if there exists e E E such that 0 =X, # Y,. The set 9 of faces of 
an oriented matroid satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind property with respect to the par- 
tial order 5, i.e., every maximal chain between any two points has the same length. 
For each XE@, let Q(X) be the length of maximal chains between b and X. We call 
dim(X) =Q(X) - 1 a dimension of X in $. The dimension dim(g) of the oriented 
matroid is defined as max{@(X) - 1 1 XE@}. The support X of a signed vector X 
is the set {e E E 1 X, # 01. We say that a d-dimensional oriented matroid @ is uniform 
if all /r-faces XE~ satisfy 1x1 = 1.E -d+k for k=O, . . ..d. 
The assertion of Theorem 1.1 is valid in the special cases when d= 1 or n = 
d + 1 I 3 from the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 9 be the set of faces of a one-dimensional oriented matroid. Then 
j&F’) =fi(@) holds. 
Lemma 2.2. Let $ be the set of faces of a d-dimensional oriented matroid on 
(d+ 1)-set E. Then g is uniform and 
2k+’ for O<k<d. (2.1) 
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Proof. Since the dimension of 9 is d, there exists a chain (XP’,Xo, . . . ,Xd) as 
follows: 
For Olild, let Y’ be the signed vector such that Y’lX’ and Yi=Xi-X’P’. 
Remark that l_Y’I = 1. We show that every Y’ belongs to $ by induction. If i= 0, 
then Y” =X0 E 9. We assume that Y’ E @ for 0 5 is k. By repeating the elimination 
(F4) for Xk+’ and -Y’ (O<i< k), Yki’ can be obtained and Yk+’ E@. By (F3), $ 
contains all signed vectors on E. The support of each k-face is k-t 1 and vice versa. 
Hence @ is uniform and (2.1) holds. q 
For any set 9 of signed vectors on E and for any subset S of E, we define the 
deletion $9 \S and the contraction g/S by 
9\s = {X\S 1 XE 9}; 
g/S = {X\S j XE g and XCE-S}, 
where X \ S denotes the restriction of X on E - S. If g is an oriented matroid, then 
@ \ S and g/S are also oriented matroids on E - S. A loop of $9 is an element e E E 
such that X, = 0 for all XE 9. We say that two distinct elements f, g E E are parallel 
in 9 if either Xf =Xg holds for all XE $9 or Xr = -Xg for all XE $7. A parallel class 
of % is a maximal subset of E whose elements are parallel to each other in $9. 
We prove Theorem 1.1 in general case by inductive arguments through oriented 
matroid minors. For this, the following lemma plays an important part. 
Lemma 2.3. Let 9 be a d-dimensional oriented matroid on an n-set E. Suppose that 
n 1 d + 2 and e E E satisfies dim(@ \ e) = d. Then 
fk(9)<fk(g\e)+fkPI(g/e)+fk(g/e) for Olkld, (2.2) 
where the equality holds if @ is uniform. Furthermore, if e is not a loop and if there 
is no element in E parallel to e, then 
fd(g) =fd(g\e)+fd-l(gie). (2.3) 
Roughly speaking, this lemma says the following in terms of arrangements. For 
an arrangement .xZ of hyperplanes, if all hyperplanes of .xZ except one hyperplane 
e have the empty intersection, then fk(&‘) 5 fk(& \ e) + fk_ r (&‘/e) + fk(&/e) holds. 
Here J \ e and d/e denote the arrangement obtained from .xZ by deleting e and the 
subarrangement of & on the hyperplane e respectively. By adjoining a hyperplane, 
the number of k-faces increases by the number of k-faces which is cut by the hyper- 
plane or on the hyperplane. Since the number of k-faces cut by e is bounded by the 
number fk_,(&7e), one can easily understand the above inequality. By using 
Lemma 2.3, we first prove Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, if d= 1 or n = d+ 12 3, then the 
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assertion holds. Remark that if kfd, then&(@) is strictly less than (z)fd($) in the 
latter case. We prove the assertion for d 12 and n ?d + 2 by induction on dimen- 
sions d and cardinalities n of ground sets. We assume that the assertion holds in the 
cases when dimensions are less than d or cardinalities of ground sets less than n. Let 
.9 be an arbitrary d-dimensional oriented matroid on an n-set E and let e E E satisfy 
dim(S \ e) = d. The existence of such an element e will be guaranteed by Lemma 2.4. 
If e is a loop or there is an element in E parallel to e, fk(g \ e) =fJ.@) for 0 I k 5 d, 
and hence, the following is valid by induction hypothesis: 
_&(@I =fkP\e) 5 
d 
0 
k _CfW\e) = I;’ 
0 
SW. 
Otherwise, 
AM) rfk(~\ee)+fk~l(~/e)+fk(~/e) 
from Lemma 2.3 and the induction hypothesis. 0 
We prove Lemma 2.3 at the end of this section. For this, we consider the fol- 
lowing partition of the set g of faces of an oriented matroid: 
P+(e) = {XE,PIX,=+, X+eOEg, X+e-ES}), 
go(e) = {XESIXX,=O, X+e+Eg, X+e-Eg}, 
K(e) = {XE@IX,=-, X+e+E$, X+eOE@}, 
$:‘g(e) = {XEglXe=+, X+eO$@, X+e-$@}, 
gteg(e) = {XESIX,=O, X+e+$@, X+e-$@}, 
g?(e) = {XE~IX,=-, X+e+$@, X+eO$@}. 
Here let X+ea denote the signed vector obtained from X by replacing X, by cr. 
Obviously, lg+(e)I = igo = l@_(e)1 hold. For arrangements, Xe9?pg(e) means 
that the face X is not bounded by the hyperplane e, and X~g+(e) means that X 
is bounded by e. 
Lemma 2.4. Let g be a d-dimensional oriented matroid on E and let e E E. Then 
the following statements hold. 
(1) For each XE.Fpg(e)U$teg(e)U9?g(e), dim(X\e)=dim(X). 
(2) If dim(S’\e)=d then dim(X\e)=dim(X) for all X~S+(e)u@_(e). 
(3) If 1E / > d + 1, then there exists e’E E such that dim(@ \ e’) = d. 
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Proof. (1) Let (X-‘,X0,X1 , . . . ,Xk) be a chain in 9 such that 
0=X-‘<XO<X’<...<Xk=X, (*) 
where k= dim(X). Since XE g:‘“(e) U gpg(e) U $feg(e), X” \e < X’ \e holds 
for each i = 0,l , . . . . k. Thus dim(X\e)zk. Assume that dim(X\e)>dim(X), i.e., 
there is a chain (Y-l, Y”, Y’, . . . . Yh) in $ such that 
6 = (Y-i \e) < (Y” \e) < (Y’ \e) < ... < (Yh \e) = X\e, (**) 
where h=dim(X\e)> k. From the axioms (F3) and (F4), if Xegieg(e), then 
Yd=O or (Y for a-+,0,- and i=O ,..., h. Hence, we can take (Ypl,Yo ,..., Yh) 
such that if Yi#O for some i, then Yi = Y,i for j = i, . . . , h. Thus the chain 
(Y-1, YO, Y’ , . . . , Yh) satisfies the condition (*). This implies dim(X) 2 h > k, a con- 
tradiction. 
(2) If e is a loop, then the assertion is valid. Suppose that e is not a loop. It is 
not difficult to show that if dim($ \e) =d, then @does not contain the signed vec- 
tors whose supports are {e). For each X~g+(e) U K(e), there is a minimal face U 
of 9 such that U,#O and U < X by the well-known conformal decomposition pro- 
perty [ 1, Proposition 5.31. Since g satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind property, there 
exists a chain in @- containing U and X whose length is dim(X). Since e E _U, the 
chain satisfies the condition (**), i.e., dim(X\e)r dim(X). It is easy to show 
dim(X\e)<dim(X). 
(3) If g has a loop e’, then e/satisfies the assertion. Suppose that there is no loop. 
Let (Z-l, Z”, Z’ , . . . , Zd) be a maximal chain in @satisfying the condition (*). Since 
IEl >d+l, 1Z’I 2 lZipll +2 holds for some i. Let e’,Zi-Zi-‘. Then the chain 
satisfies the condition (*SC) for e’, i.e., dim(g\e’) =d. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. From Lemma 2.4, 
fk(g\e) =fk(@?eg(e)) +fk(@?(e)) +fk(@?g(e)) +fk(@+(e)), 
where f,(@$‘g(e)) denotes the number of k-faces of .9 contained in @jQ(e). Since 
g/e = (gd’g(e) U go(e))/e, 
Furthermore, 
_/it@+@)) =.h(~p(e)) =h- l(gO(e)) 
holds. From the above relations, 
fk(@ \e) +fk- l(@le> +.hk(@id 
=fk@?+fk@$%))+fk- l(gC?g(e)> 2fk(@t) 
for 0 5 ks d. Here we define f-,(so(e)) =_f_i(@pg(e)) = 0 for our convenience. 
Suppose that e is not a loop and there is no element in E parallel to e. Since e 
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is not a loop, &(g/e) = 0, i.e., 
Assume on the contrary that fd_,(.!F$reg(e))#O, i.e., there is XEgp(e) with 
dim(X)=d-1. Let Y be a face of gwith Y,#O. If Y-X=(e), then X~@e(e). 
This is a contradiction. So there is f El/-- (XU {e}). Since e and fare not parallel, 
there exists ZE g such that Z,#O and Zf= 0. In this situation, X< XoZ < XoZo Y 
holds. This contradicts to dim(%) =d. Hence.&i(@p(e)) =O, i.e., (2.3) holds. 0 
3. Face enumerating algorithm 
In this section, we propose an algorithm enumerating all faces of an oriented 
matroid from the set of maximal faces. 
Let X and Y be k-faces of an oriented matroid with X=Y and let 9 be the set 
of faces whose supports are equal to X. If D(X, Y) is a parallel class of 9, then 
Z=X+D(X, Y)’ is a (k- 1)-face. Here Z=X+D(X, Y)’ is the signed vector ob- 
tained from X by replacing XDcx r) b b. In fact, any (k- I)-face can be obtained y 
this way, by changing appropriate k-faces X and Y. Using this property, we have 
the following function enumerating all (k- 1)-faces from all k-faces is described as 
follows. 
function lower_face(@) 
Input: 5Fk C { +, 0, -}“; 
Output: the set 9’-’ of (k- 1)-faces if gk is the set of k-faces of an oriented 
matroid: 
begin 
Partition gk into {gf, .!Fi, . . . , g:} such that W Fkl) 
@F is the set of elements of gk having the same support; 
gk-1 :=n. 
for i := 1 ;o m do begin 
O(1) 
Compute the collection of parallel classes of @F; 
for each X, YE 9’: do begin 
if D(X, Y) is a parallel class of ,!Ff then 
gk-’ :=gk-’ u {X+D(X, Y)O}; 
end; 
end; 
return(gk-‘); 
end. 
O(n IFFl) 
O(n) 
O(n log p+ll) 
One can enumerate all faces from all maximal faces of an oriented matroid by 
using the above function lower_face( ) at most n times. 
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face enumerating algorithm 
Input: an integer n and $c {+, -}“; 
Output: the set g of faces if 3r is the set of maximal faces of an oriented 
matroid; 
begin 
g:=p, w:=p 
for i:= 1 to n d; begin 
if W#0 then begin 
W:= lower_face( %V); 
9:=gu 9&; 
end; 
end; 
end. 
To evaluate complexity of the procedure, first assume .!Y is the set of maximal 
faces of some d-dimensional oriented matroid on an n-set. The time complexity 
of each statement of the function lower_face( ) can be easily evaluated as shown. 
The function lower_face( ) requires at most O(n I& j2 log I@‘kP1 I) time to enumer- 
ate all (k- I)-faces from all k-faces. Theorem 1.1 says I.&l s(i) I .F I I / .Y I2 
for any k. Hence the face enumerating algorithm has the total complexity of 
0(22dn 1 TV / 2 log 1 Y I) under the assumption. 
If .9 is not the set of maximal faces of any oriented matroid, complexity of 
lower_face( ) cannot be bounded by the above formula because d cannot be defined 
for such a set and because the size I g I may not be polynomially bounded by j T I. 
However, Theorem 1.1 guarantees that if /gI 2 I g12, then g is not the set of 
maximal faces of any oriented matroid. We have a modified face enumerating algo- 
rithm which stops as soon as lgl? I g12 is detected. Complexity of the modified 
procedure is 0(nI~1410gl~-_I). 
The represented algorithm requires 0( 1 .!Fjk I 2, comparisons of signed vectors to 
enumerate (k- 1)-faces obtained from Ai . ck We can get a better complexity by effi- 
ciently implementing this part. Suppose that ~ik is sorted according to a natural 
lexicographic order and that S is a parallel class of ~ik. Without loss of gener- 
ality, we assume that Xs= (+, . . . , +) or (-, . . . . -) for all XEgi’. Let 9jk(S+) = 
{X\S IXE@/’ and Xs=(+,..., +)} and 9jk(S-)={X\S/X~gik and Xs= 
(-9 . . . . -)}. Remark that these are sorted according to the ordering because the 
deletion preserves it. Generally, in order to find all numbers contained in two given 
strictly monotone sequences, the number of comparisons is at most the amount of 
lengths of these sequences. Thus the number of comparisons of signed vectors to 
enumerate all (k- 1)-faces obtained from $ik by replacing restrictions on S by 6 is 
bounded by I@:1 = 19p(s+)l+ l9F(s-)i. S’ mce the number of parallel classes of 
~ik is at most n, the new algorithm requires O(n i@ikl) comparsions of signed vec- 
tors. Furthermore, the set of (k-1)-faces obtained from 9ik(s+) and 9’;‘(s-) is 
sorted according to the lexicographic order. Hence we need to sort Toonly once. 
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Since (k- 1)-faces are enumerated from some distinct pairs of k-faces several 
times in lower_face( ), O(n logl@-‘I) time is required to update gk-’ even if we 
use a balanced tree and a binary search. However, we can avoid enumerating each 
(k - 1)-face twice. Since it is a little bit complicated, we omit an explanation. By this, 
the number of arithmetic operations to update gk-’ becomes O(1). 
By the above consideration, we obtain an efficient face enumerating algorithm 
whose complexity is 0(n3 1 Sl’). 
4. Concluding remarks 
Let D be a set of signed vectors on an n-set. By circuit axioms [l], one can test 
in 0(n2 J@13) time whether 67 is the set of cocircuits of some oriented matroid. 
From Theorem 1.1, the number of cocircuits of an oriented matroid is less than or 
equal to the number of maximal faces. Then, by using the efficient algorithm in the 
previous section, we can test in O(max(n* 1 g13, n3 1 .F *}) time whether a given set 
gof signed vectors on an n-set is the set of maximal faces of an oriented matroid. 
There is a graph naturally associated with an arrangement, called the cograph of 
the arrangement. The vertices of the graph are the d-faces (maximal faces) of the 
arrangement, and two vertices are adjacent if they intersect in a (d-1)-face. A 
recent result of Cordovil and Fukuda [2] says: given the cograph of an arrange- 
ment, one can reconstruct the location vectors of all d-faces of the arrangement up 
to isomorphism in O(ue log u) time. Here u and e denote the number of vertices and 
the number of edges of the graph, respectively. The enumerated location vectors 
have exactly n components where it is the diameter of the graph. From Theorem 
1.1, esdus nu holds. Combining this with the efficient face enumerating algo- 
rithm, we can reconstruct the location vectors of all faces from the graph in 
O(max{nu* log u, n3u2}) time. 
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